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Graphics galore for everyone!
ASUS GeForce GT1030’s single-slot design doesn’t block neighboring PCIe slots, maximizing expansion flexibility, and the small
size offers great compatibility with smaller chassis. Exclusive Auto-Extreme Technology with Super Alloy Power II components for
superior stability. It also has GPU Tweak II for intuitive performance tweaking.

Space-efficient single-slot design
The slimline cooling fan and single-slot design means that GT1030 doesn’t block neighboring PCI Express slots, maximizing your
ability to fit additional expansion cards. The small size also offers great compatibility with a wide variety of smaller chassis, so you can
build in whatever form is best for your needs.

Auto-Extreme Technology with Super Alloy Power II
Premium quality and the best reliability
ASUS graphics cards are produced using Auto-Extreme technology, an industry-first 100% automated production process, and
feature premium Super Alloy Power II components that enhance efficiency, reduce power loss, decrease component buzzing under
load, and lower thermal temperatures for unsurpassed quality and reliability.

GPU Tweak II
Tweak Till Your Heart's Content
Redesigned with an intuitive, all-new UI, GPU Tweak II makes overclocking easier and more visual than ever, while still retaining
advanced options for seasoned overclockers. With one click, the new Gaming Booster function maximizes system performance by
removing redundant processes and allocating all available resources automatically.

Gaming Booster
One-click Performance Up
- Visual effects: Boost your performance by turning off windows visual effects.
- System Services: Automatically or manually turn off windows services or process.
- Memory Defragmentation: Re-arrange & free your system memory without closing any processes.

Zusammenfassung

Graphics galore for everyone!
ASUS GeForce GT1030’s single-slot design doesn’t block neighboring PCIe slots, maximizing expansion flexibility, and the small size
offers great compatibility with smaller chassis. Exclusive Auto-Extreme Technology with Super Alloy Power II components for superior
stability. It also has GPU Tweak II for intuitive performance tweaking.

Space-efficient single-slot design
The slimline cooling fan and single-slot design means that GT1030 doesn’t block neighboring PCI Express slots, maximizing your



ability to fit additional expansion cards. The small size also offers great compatibility with a wide variety of smaller chassis, so you can
build in whatever form is best for your needs.

Auto-Extreme Technology with Super Alloy Power II
Premium quality and the best reliability
ASUS graphics cards are produced using Auto-Extreme technology, an industry-first 100% automated production process, and feature
premium Super Alloy Power II components that enhance efficiency, reduce power loss, decrease component buzzing under load, and
lower thermal temperatures for unsurpassed quality and reliability.

GPU Tweak II
Tweak Till Your Heart's Content
Redesigned with an intuitive, all-new UI, GPU Tweak II makes overclocking easier and more visual than ever, while still retaining
advanced options for seasoned overclockers. With one click, the new Gaming Booster function maximizes system performance by
removing redundant processes and allocating all available resources automatically.

Gaming Booster
One-click Performance Up
- Visual effects: Boost your performance by turning off windows visual effects.
- System Services: Automatically or manually turn off windows services or process.
- Memory Defragmentation: Re-arrange & free your system memory without closing any processes.

ASUS GT1030-2G-BRK, GeForce GT 1030, 2 GB, GDDR5, 64 bit, 7680 x 4320 pixels, PCI Express 3.0

ASUS GT1030-2G-BRK. Graphics processor family: NVIDIA, Graphics processor: GeForce GT 1030, Processor frequency: 1266 MHz.
Discrete graphics card memory: 2 GB, Graphics card memory type: GDDR5, Memory bus: 64 bit, Memory clock speed: 6008 MHz.
Maximum resolution: 7680 x 4320 pixels. DirectX version: 12.0, OpenGL version: 4.5. Interface type: PCI Express 3.0. Cooling type:
Active, Number of fans: 1 fan(s)

 

Merkmale

  

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

84733020

 

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported

Windows 10

 

Design

Cooling type Active
Number of fans 1 fan(s)
Product colour Black, Blue

 

Ports & interfaces

Interface type PCI Express 3.0
HDMI ports quantity 1
DisplayPorts quantity 1

 

Weight & dimensions

Depth 169 mm
Height 21 mm
Width 69 mm

Memory

Discrete graphics card memory 2 GB
Graphics card memory type GDDR5
Memory bus 64 bit
Memory clock speed 6008 MHz

 

Packaging data

User guide Y
Drivers included Y
Bundled software ASUS GPU Tweak
Package type Box

 

Performance

PhysX Y
TV tuner integrated N
DirectX version 12.0
OpenGL version 4.5
HDCP Y
Dual Link DVI N
Full HD Y

 

Processor

CUDA Y
CUDA cores 384
Graphics processor family NVIDIA
Graphics processor GeForce GT 1030



 Processor frequency 1266 MHz
Processor boost clock speed 1506 MHz
Maximum resolution 7680 x 4320 pixels
FireStream N

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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